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BASANT VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOL 

PLOT NO -119, SEC - 46, GURGAON 

REVISION WORKSHEET - 2017-18 

SUBJECT - Computer 

CLASS - 1
st
   

Q.1. Tick the correct option - 

1) We can see a movie on it - 

 a) Monitor   ( )  b) Printer  ( ) 

2) Who is the brain of the computer? 

 a) Keyboard   ( )  b) CPU  ( ) 

3) It helps to print on paper what you see on the monitor - 

 a) Printer   ( )  b) Monitor  ( ) 

Q.2. Tick () the correct statement and (×) the wrong one - 

1) CPU is the brain of the computer.      ( ) 

2) Keyboard looks like a TV       ( ) 

3) At railway stations computer are used for reservation of tickets. ( ) 

4) You can also pay your bills through computer.    ( ) 

Q.3. Guess who I am - 

1) I am used to type words and letters.  _______________ 

2) I am similar to your TV.    _______________ 

Q.4. Rewrite the jumbled letters to make words - 

1) OOTIRMN   _________________ 

2) EBYOADRK  _________________ 

3) SAKBN   _________________ 

4) LCOSHO   _________________ 



Q.5. Rewrite the jumbles letters to make words. 

a) Looks like a TV 

b) Central Processing Unit 

c) Used to type 

d) Used to drag and drop 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BASANT VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOL 

PLOT NO -119, SEC - 46, GURGAON 

REVISION WORKSHEET - 2017-18 

SUBJECT - MATHS 

CLASS - 1
st
   

Q.1. Write the number which comes just before - 

a) _____ 22    b) _____ 59 

c) _____ 38    d) _____ 84 

Q.2. Write the numbers which comes just in between the given number - 

a) 19 ____ 21    b) 86 ___ 88 

c) 57 ____ 59    d) 98 ___ 100 

Q.3. Write the number names - 

a) 21 - ___________________  b) 11 - ________________ 

c) 15 - ___________________  d) 12 - ________________ 

e) 26 - ___________________  f) 13 - ________________ 

g) 40 - ___________________  h) 14 - ________________ 

i) 32 - ___________________  j) 08 - ________________ 

k) 29 - ___________________  l) 50 - ________________ 

m) 10 - ___________________ 

 

 



Q.4. Put the correct sign - 

 >, < or =  

a) 5  12   b) 78  78 

c) 45  59   d) 17  20 

Q.5. Write in ascending order - 

a) 54, 63, 45, 36   _____________________________________ 

b) 76, 56, 67, 84   _____________________________________ 

Q.6. Match the objects with their shapes - 

a)      Triangle 

b)      Circle 

c)      Cube 

d)      Rectangle 

Q.7. Fill in the blanks - 

a) There are ___________ days in a week. 

b) Friday comes before ________________ 

c) Wednesday is the day ____________ of the week. 

d) There are _______________ months in a year. 



Q.8. Write the numerals - 

a) Twenty six  - _____ 

b) Twelve  - _____ 

c) Thirty seven  - _____ 

d) Forty Eight  - _____ 

Q.9. Tick () which is smaller - 
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BASANT VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOL 

PLOT NO -119, SEC - 46, GURGAON 

REVISION WORKSHEET - 2017-18 

SUBJECT - EVS 

CLASS - 1
st
   

Q.1. Tick () on the right word - 

1) We get food from plants  and - 

 a) walls  ( )   b) animals   ( ) 

2) A plumber fixes the - 

 a) pipes  ( )   b) food  ( ) 

3) Clothes protect us from - 

 a) Heat  ( )   b) animals  ( ) 

4) The newspaper vendor brings us the - 

 a) milk  ( )   b) newspaper ( ) 

Q.2. Write true and false -  

a) A maid cleans the house.    (  ) 

b) Dinner is last meal of the day.   (  ) 

c) Plants give us meat.    (  ) 

d) Breakfast is eaten in the afternoon.  (  ) 

Q.3. Fill in the blanks - 

 (umbrella, three, woolen, sheep, night) 

a) We wear _________ clothes in winter. 

b) Rain coats and _________ protect us from the rain. 

c) We eat __________ meals in a day. 



d) We eat dinner at ___________ 

e) WE get wool from the _____________ 

Q.4. Write (P) for food we get from plants and (A) for food that we get from animals. 

a) meat  ( )  b) egg  ( ) 

c) fruit  ( )  d) pulses ( ) 

e) milk  ( )  d) vegetable ( ) 

Q.5. Match the following -  

a)  Postman  

b) Doctor 

c) Police 

d) Barber 

e) Tailor 

f) Cobbler 



Q.6. Answer the following question - 

a) Why do we need food? 

Ans. _____________________________________________________________________ 

b) Who brings us milk? 

Ans. _____________________________________________________________________ 

c) Name any two people who help us in school. 

Ans. _____________________________________________________________________ 

d) From where do we get wool? 

Ans. _____________________________________________________________________ 

e) Why do we need clothes? 

Ans. ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

                 

           

 

 

 

 



BASANT VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOL 

PLOT NO -119, SEC - 46, GURGAON 

REVISION WORKSHEET - 2017-18 

SUBJECT - English 

CLASS - 1
st
   

Section - A, Reading 

Q.1. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motu is a very fat cat. It has a big tummy and thick fur. It lives with an old lady, Mrs. Renu Its 

favourite foods are mice and milk. It also likes to eat, fist, and chicken. Mrs. Renu pours milk in 

a big bowl for Motu. Then Motu lovingly mews, “Meow……. Meow”. 

A) Fill in the blanks - 

1) Motu is a ________________ cat. 

2) It lives with __________________. 

3) Its favourite foods are _______________ and _______________. 

4) Mrs. Renu pours ____________cn a big bowl. 

B) Say true or false. 

1) Motu has no fur in its body.   (   ) 

2) It lives with an old lady.    (   ) 



3) Mrs. Renu puts chicken in a big bowl.  (   ) 

4) Motu has a big tummy.    (   ) 

Section - B, Writing 

Q.2. Write 5 lines about the fruit ‘Mango’. 

 

               

               

               

               

               

               

               

               

               

Section - C, Grammar 

Q.3. Add ‘s’ and ‘es’ to the following words to make their plurals. 

1) Toy - __________   2) fox - _______________ 

3) doll - __________   4) glass - _______________ 

B) Circle the naming words in the following sentences - 

1) She likes bananas. 

2) The park has many benches. 

3) I have a pet dog. 

4) The sun rises in the morning. 



C) Match the ‘he’ names with their ‘she’ names - 

1) girl   a) bull 

2) tiger   b) boy 

3) hen   c) tigress 

4) cow   d) cock 

D) Underline the describing words - 

1) Nitin has a red bag. 

2) She has long hair. 

3) Nitu is a good girl. 

4) There are ten birds on a branch. 

Section - D, Literature 

Q.4. Give the opposites of - 

a) Small - ___________ 

b) Master - ___________ 

 


